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The development is described of a prussurc transducer which has enabled 
the pressure on tho surface of a wind tunnel model to be measured during the 
first 30 mloroseconds following thr. passagc of a blast wave. This has 
necessitated the elimination of 'ringing' of a piezo-electric transducer over 
a period during which it normally ooours. 

Jkperinents to develop a transduo& for the millisecond range were 
limited in numbur but the most promising design of those tested is also 
described. 
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1 INTRODUCTION 

The simulation of blast waves passing over models suspended in the flow 
Of a supersonic wind tunnel is described in Ref. 1. In that note, the surfaoe 
pressures produced by the passage of a blast wave over the surface of a hcmi- 
sphere were deduced from the speed of propagation of the blast wave over the 
surface, the latter being obtained from a series of spark photographs. 

At that time the accuracy of the method could not be assessed in the 
absence of direct measurements of pressure. The prcssure calculated at any 
point on the surface was that induced immediately after reflcotion of the blast 
wave at that point. The vulnerability of airoraft or missile to blast waves 
depends, however, not only on the inorcase of pressure behind the reflected wave 
but also of the pressure-time history and the latter cannot be determined from 
analysis of the spark photographs. 

To further the investigation and to confirm the validity of the method of 
estimating the peak pressure it became essential to find a way of reoording 
continuously the prossure at the surface of the model during the passage of the 
blast wave. 

The experiments of Ref. 1 show the blast wave to pass over the model in 
less than 120 microseconds. Beoause of limitations in the method of simulation 
of the blast wave, the pressure behind the blast wave front falls rapidly and 
it was essential, in order to r-cord the peak pressure, to have a oritioally 
damped pressure transducer with a rise time of one microsecond. 

This notedescribes experimental work to devclop a suitable piczo-eleotrio 
transduoer. 

2 PIEZO-ELECTRIC TRANSDUCERS 

The principle of the piezo-cleotrio transducer is that, for oertain 
crystalline substances, an electrioal char-go is developed in the substance 
proportional to the strain developed when it 1s oomprcssed. Pieso-electric 
substances occur naturally e.g. quarts, Kochelle salt, and rcczntly, ccrami~ 
substanocs, barium titanate and lead zirconate have becn developed which, 
although they do not have piezo electric properties in their manufaotured state, 
can, by special polarising techniques, be made to bchavo piezo-eleotrisally. 

The time for a piezo electrio crystal to be fully strained depends on the 
speed. of sound in the orystal and its thickness normal to the pressure faoe. 
By using thin wafers of orystal,ro.se times less than one microsecond may be 
obtained, 

There are, however, three main difficulties to be overoome in the design 
of pieso electrio transduoers for pressure measurement, e.g. 

(1) The crystals respond to acceleration as well as pressure. 

(2) For maximum sensitivity the orystals should be oompreased in one 
plane only, i.e. pressure should be prevented from reaching the sides, 
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(3) It is difficult to provcnt the crystal ringing, i.e. proventing the 
initial twsion or oompression wwe rebounding back and forth through the 
crystal. An example of this is Shown in Fig. i which shows a cathode 
ray CScilloSCOpe record of the output of a oommero~S quartz gauge Subject 
to a step increase in pressure. Here the transducer continues to ring 
appreciably for 150 microseconds. 

In order to arrive at the design features of the transducers desoribed in this 
note it is first neoossary to examine the effect of a blast wave striking a 
crystal and the response of a crystal to aooeltiration. 

3 ACOUSTIC hATWING 

3.1 Sudden application of pressure to a crystal 

Consider the effect of a step increase of pressure on the face of a 
crystal. 

Let k = speed of Sound in the crystal 
p = a step increase in pressure 

A = cross svotional arca of face subject to p 
E = Young8 modulus of elasticity of the crystal 

4 = length of crystal normal to the face subjoot to p. 

Force suddenly applied to the face of the crystal is transmitted through 

the material at a velocity k, to reach a section x in time $ . At this time 

the material traversed by the wave front is in uniform motion at a velocity 
v = ZG 

( > E and uniformly strained; the material for 8 > x is still at rest and 

unstrained. When the wave front reaches the war faoe of the crystal the charge 
developed will be that appropriate to a stationary crystal strained by a load pA. 

If the rear face of the crystal is rigidly backed, the velocity, v, cannot 
be continuous at that faoe, and a new compression wave is propagated baok 
through the material reducing each section to rest after its passage. At the 
instant that the wave has reached the front face, the orystal will be at rest 
but with double the strain and therefore double the charge appropriate to the 
pressure. To relieve the excess strain a relaxation wave originates at the 
front face and travels through the crystal, the front face moving forward into 
the air stream. This relaxation wave in turn is reflected at the rigid back 
faoe of the crystal. Suooeasive relaxation and compression waves continue 
to travel back and forth producing oscillations of the charge, 'ringing', 
until finally dissipated within the orystal. 

For our application it is essential to eliminate this ringing phenomenon. 
Consider nom the condition arising when the rigid backing is replaced by an 
elastic medium having mechenioal properties such that the velocity and foroe 
shall be propagated unaltered from the first to the seoond medium as in the 
homogeneous case, i.e. on one dimensional arguments 
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2; 5 - p2 k2 y 
Z2 i where suffix 2 refers to the 

backing material 

PA = P2 A2 i 

Thus 9 is the same for both media. 

Ideally no change ill cross section should ooour at the interface as the 
tension or compression wave oan only spread out into an enlarged section at the 
speed of sound in the material ard thus momentary changes in velocity would n 
occur. Thus for area matching A 

Values of E, k, p (material 
given in Table 1. 

= A2 and E = $ . 

E density) and i; for various materials are 

Neubert in Ref. 2 refers briefly to the bar-gauge principle employed and 
also gives further details of the properties of piezo-electric materials and 
of other pressure transducers in ourrent use in this field. 

3.2 Choioe of backing materials 

Obviously for perfcot matching a backing bar of the same material as 
the orystal is desirable, its length being chosen so that the time for a wave 
to travel the length of the bar and return to the orystal,ooinoides with the 
desired 'ring' free duration. 

In many instances however it is of prime importance to keep the length to 
a minimum consistent with providing an adequate 'ring' free duration and a 
backing bar of a material with k muoh lower than for the orystal may have to 
be used. 

A material with a low k suitable for use with a quartz crystal is lead, 
its k being 4 that of the crystal. Lihen using barium titanate crystals, 
baoking bars of cadmium can be used, the value of k is however, twioe that of 
lead. 

Unfortunately there is no material of low k readily available for matching 
with a lead zirconate orystal - presumably such a material could be developed. 
Zino may be used but as its k is only slightly lower than that of the orystal, 
it would have little advantage over a backing bar of non-polarised crystal 
material. 

The quartz orystal has a muoh smaller oapacitanoe than a corresponding 
barium titanate or lead zirconate crystal so that the latter are to be preferred 
if long electrio cables having relatively high capacitanoe have to be employed. 

Where small transduocrs are required and pressure meaSUrementS of 
< 1 lb/in2 are involved it may be necessary to use a lead ZirOOnate crystal 
in conjunction with a low k material backing bar and accept either cross 
section mismatch at the intcrfaoe, with the inevitable momentary change in 
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velocity, or to match cross seoticns and allow the orystal to change to the 
new value of v, As a consequence of the change in v either compressive or 
reb.XatiOn wave trains are set up and a degree Of ringing within the crystd 
will result. Sinoe with a transducer of praotioal size, a refleotcd wave 
will eventually return to the orystal bringing it to rest, it is preferable 
to PaOilitate this as quickly as possible in such a way that the reflected 
waves are rapidly damped out. 

This method although unacceptable for recording the pressures during the 
experiments of Ref. 1 is nevertheless useful where millisecond duration 
reOOrding times are required and where over or undorsning of the record during 
the first 2 or 3 us can be tolerated. This principle is used in the second 
of the two transducers described. 

4 EFFECT OF ACCELERATION 

Then pressure transduoers are installed for use, the mount, whether this 
be a wind tunnel model or the walls or end plate of a shook tube, may be 
subjeot to pressure changes and therefore of transmitted stress waves and 
vibration. Unless the transduoer can be isolated, which in most oases is 
impossible, the accelerations of the mount will be transmitted to it. 

Consider the effeot of a orystal attached to a bar aooclerated longitudin- 
ally with an acceleration f. The load on the interfaoe due to the mass of the 
crystalis~A4p. The average stress in the orystal is $and oan be assumed 

g 
equivalent to the stress due to a pressure pf. For example a crystal of 0.20" 
thick lead siroonate installed in a mount vibrating longitudinally such that 
its peak oscillations are +lOOg would experience an equivalent oscillating 
stress of 9.74 lb/in2 superposed on the steady pressure independent of its 
value. Sinoe the sensitivity of a crystal to longitudinal acceleration is 
proportional to -4, then the thinner the orystal the lower will be that propor- 
tion of the output signal due to vibration in relation to the total output 
signal. The thinness of the crystal will only be limited by the degree of 
amplification available and the ratio of signal output to noise level. 

It should also be noted that themass of any diaphragm, used to exclude 
pressure from the sides of the crystal, will be added to that of the crystal 
during acceleration, so that steps should be taken to ensure that its density 
and thickness are kept to a minimum. 

5 TESTING TRANSDUCERS 

The transducers have been tested by installing them in the end face of 
the low pressure seotion of a closed shock tube and subjeoting them to the 
step inorease in pressure produced when the shock wave, formed when the 
diaphragm between the high and low pressure sections of the shook tube was 
ruptured, was refleoted from the end face. 

The signal from the crystal was fed through a high frequency amplifier 
to a Tektronix oscilloscope. The oscilloscope was set to a suitable sweep 
speed (normally 20 or 100 &om) and was triggered by a simple switch, mounted 
on the wall of the tube, operated by the pressure inoroase behind the shook 
wave as it passes. 
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6 A TRANSDUCER OPXLATING FL%Ohl 0 TO 322 

The wind tunnel model on which blast wave pressures were to be recorded 
oonsisted of a one inch radius hemisphere. A ring free time of 30 to 40 ps 
was required and this, together with the limitation of length, necessitated the 
use of a quartz orystal in conJunction with a matohed area lead bar. The 
design is shown in Fig. 2. 

The crystal was soldered to the lead bar with a low melting point solder 
(Wood's metal). The orystal and lead bar were surrounded by, but insulated 
from, an outer tube of lead. A thin brass diaphragm connected the top faoe of 
the orystal to the outer tube of lead. The outer tube of lead therefore made 
one eleotrioal conneotion to the crystal and the inner lead bar the other. The 
assembly was then slid freely into an outer brass o&se and secured at the end 
away from the orystal. 

The obJeot of the outcr tube of lead is to enable the diaphragm to exolude 
air pressure from the sides of the orystal without connecting directly to the 
outer brass case. Thus as the blast wave strikes the diaphragm the compression 
wave is partly transmitted through the lead tube and partly through the lead 
bar. These being of the same matLria1, the assembly compresses as a tit 
within the outer brass case. Stress waves striking the outer brass case oan 
only roach the orystalby being transmitted down the brass case and back through 
the lead bar and are thereby delayed for some appruoiable time. 

The length of lead bar chosen should have provided an operating time, free 
from ringing, of LO mioroseoonds but rucords of the response to a step pressure 
show only 32 microseconds free from ringing. This time corresponds roughly to 
the time for a wave to travel down the brass tube and back up the lead tube to 
the crystal. A typioal ruoord is shown in Fig, 3. 

The sensitivity of the transduocr when coupled by 6 feet of eleotrioal 
cable to the recording equipment was 0.00084 volt/p.s.i. 

This transduoer was mounted in a hemisphere susptnded in the flow of a 
supersonic vslnd tunnel and enabled measurements to be taken of the pressure 
induced on the surface during the passage of a blast wave. The installation 
of the transduoer in the model, and typical pressure records are shown in Fig.4. 

7 k PRESSURE TFU.NSDUCI!X OPURATING FROM 4 to .I000 MICROSECOhDS 

The main difficulty in designing this transduoer is to find a means of 
rapidly bringing the crystal to rest without oausing extensive ringing. The 
problem is diffioult to solve theoretically and time has permitted only a 
limited number of experiments to be made. As a result of those the design 
shown in Fig. 5 shows the most promise. 

A 0.020" thick lead ziroonate crystal hasbeenused to minimise the effeot 
of aooelcration. This was soft soldered to an area matched lead bar whioh is 
a tight fit in a resin bonded fabrio block. By this means the stress wave 
travelling down the bar is transmitted to the resin bonded fabrio block which 
appears to have good wave damping oharaoteristios. 
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The shape of the resin bonded fabric block at the crystal end was designed 
so that the area subjeot to direct pressure was small and that the stresses 
induced in the end oap of the shock tube aould not be transmitted direotly to 
the crystal. 

One eleotrioal oonneotion to the crystal was made through the lead bar 
and the other by a small strip of O.COO25" thick ooppcr foil coupling the front 
face of the crystal to the duralumin end cap. The foil was seourcd by the 
transparent adhesive tape used to exclude air from the side of the crystal. 

6 
Typical oscilloscope records at sweep speeds of 20 and 100 p sets per cm 

Fig, show some 3$ over-swing during the first 3-4 microseoonds. 
time the orystal is being brought to rest. 

During this 
After the first overswing the 

record remains sensibly love1 except for a 25,; ripple due, it is considered, 
to vibration of the end plate of the shook tube. 
of the record ooours from 600 n seas onwards. 

A steady rise in the level 
This is a funotion of the shook 

tube, it being the time at whioh the contact front between air in the high and 
low pressure ohamber affcots the transducer. 

The output siggl of the transducer was reduced by placing a 4CK pf 
capacitance in parallel with it; 
0.0042 volts/p.s.i. 

the resulting sensitivity then boooming 

It was found that much depends on the method used for fixing the trans- 
ducer into the end cap. Any fixing which was &signed to clamp the main bulk 
of the block or to support it at the end furthest from the crystal oaused 
adverse effects. 

Further experiments are required to find to what extent the length of 
lead bar and size of block oould be reduoed and to determine whether improve- 
ments oan be made in the method of fixing the block into the end oap, 

One further problem arises when using a thin crystal to record the pressure 
in a high Mach flow. This is the temperature rise occurring during the oommenoe- 
mcnt of the flow. The crystal output is sensitive to orystal temperature and 
it is necessary for the diaphragm to be of sufficient thickness to act as a heat 
shield during the required recording time. This problem did not arise during 
the experiments of Ref. 1 where short time intervals were involved, and has not 
been in evidcnoe during the experiments with the long duration transducer 
described above. 
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TABLE 1 

Charaoteristios of materials 

Elaterid. 

Quartz 

Barium titanate 

Lead zirconate 

Steel 

Brass 

Copper 

Aluminium 

Lead 

Zino 

Tin 

ChdmiUDl 

Bismuth 

Glass 

P E k 

lb/in' lb/in2 et/se0 

0.094 

0.202 

0.274 

0.28 

0.31 

0.318 

0.092 

0.41 

0.258 14.0x,06 

0.263 6.4xi06 

0.310 8x10~ 

0.354 4.6x,06 

t 
I 9.5x106 

13.6x106 

,2.0x106 

28x10~ 

14.3x,06 

15.5x106 

9.8~10~ 

2.5x IO6 

0.094 j 8~10~ 

Bood's metal (0.35 

Pcrspex 

Araldite 

; 0.043 
I 
: 0.045 

4.4xd06 

o.45x106 

0.5% ,06 

16,500 

13,500 

10,800 

16,400 

11,100 

11,500 

16,900 

4,000 

12,100 

8,100 

8,300 

5,900 

15,100 

5,800 

5,300 

5,400 

1 
I 

E 
??ic 

Lb seo2 
in3 

480 

841 

926 

1425 

1075 

1125 

4.h 

521 

964 

658 

804 

650 

441 

632 

708 

772 
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